Objectives To evaluate the utility of applying the Observational Medical Outcomes Partnership (OMOP) Common Data Model (CDM) across multiple observational databases within an organization and to apply standardized analytics tools for conducting observational research. Materials and methods Six deidentified patient-level datasets were transformed to the OMOP CDM. We evaluated the extent of information loss that occurred through the standardization process. We developed a standardized analytic tool to replicate the cohort construction process from a published epidemiology protocol and applied the analysis to all 6 databases to assess time-to-execution and comparability of results. Results Transformation to the CDM resulted in minimal information loss across all 6 databases. Patients and observations excluded were due to identified data quality issues in the source system, 96% to 99% of condition records and 90% to 99% of drug records were successfully mapped into the CDM using the standard vocabulary. The full cohort replication and descriptive baseline summary was executed for 2 cohorts in 6 databases in less than 1 hour. Discussion The standardization process improved data quality, increased efficiency, and facilitated cross-database comparisons to support a more systematic approach to observational research. Comparisons across data sources showed consistency in the impact of inclusion criteria, using the protocol and identified differences in patient characteristics and coding practices across databases. Conclusion Standardizing data structure (through a CDM), content (through a standard vocabulary with source code mappings), and analytics can enable an institution to apply a network-based approach to observational research across multiple, disparate observational health databases.
Since US claims databases are derived off two standard forms, health Insurance Claim Form-1500 and Universal Billing form 92, one might assume the 2 databases would have similar content and structure; however, this is not the case. When looking for conditions in Optum, 1 data table contains 5 columns with International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision (ICD9) codes, and CCAE houses 4 data tables with 6 to 16 columns containing the same codes. When working across data sources from different countries, there are added challenges with the usage of different source vocabularies. Within the Clinical Practice Research Datalink (CPRD), diagnoses are coded using Read Codes instead of ICD9s, and such building definitions of diseases to go across databases with different source vocabularies would require multiple, independent code lists.
In addition to the disparate coding standards, data sourcespecific proprietary vocabularies create additional challenges. Premier Perspective (Premier; Premier, Inc, Charlotte, North Carolina), a US hospital billing dataset, has its own proprietary billing codes, which can be extremely important in understanding what drugs were dispensed and procedures performed during a visit, but no other databases use these codes. Idiosyncrasies between datasets, both in their format and coding practices, make them difficult and time-intensive to use for research in a systematic manner.
Of the several observational research initiatives that have identified standardization as necessary to work with the data, OMOP, specifically, has developed the OMOP Common Data Model (CDM) v4 13 and OMOP Vocabulary v4 14 to address the standardization issue. The motivation behind the OMOP CDM is to enable transformation of data from diverse observational databases into a common format with a standardized vocabulary, which can then be used to perform systematic analysis. 3, 5, [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] The OMOP CDM is a person-centric model that accommodates different data domains typically found within observational data (demographics, visits, condition occurrences, drug exposures, procedures, and laboratory data). Each individual data domain is modeled as a specific table which supports capture of data elements specific to that domain (ie, DAYS_SUPPLY is a column in the DRUG_EXPOSURE table within this model) and is designed to enable queries in an efficient manner. The OMOP Vocabulary, used to standardize the codes or terminologies used within the raw data, is tightly intertwined within the OMOP CDM. For each domain, 1 or more vocabularies are defined as the standard reference vocabulary set to which all source-coding systems are mapped. For example, for drugs, the standard reference vocabulary is RxNorm, and the OMOP Vocabulary contains mappings from other dictionaries to RxNorm. Drug exposures that may be captured in US databases through National Drug Codes can also be coded as procedures using ICD9-Procedure (ICD9-PROC) and as Healthcare Common Procedure Coding System codes. CPRD uses its own standard, Multilex, for drugs. The OMOP Vocabulary allows all these source codes to be translated into RxNorm 23 during transformation to the OMOP CDM. If a researcher wants to find a specific active ingredient across CDMs, a standard RxNorm concept can be used to retrieve all drug exposure records in 1 standardized table regardless of how the raw data were structured or coded.
Many organizations have access to multiple patient-level datasets and attempt to conduct analyses across these sources to answer research questions of interest to the institution. For example, pharmaceutical research organizations may license deidentified administrative claims and electronic health records datasets from multiple sources. To date, no literature has demonstrated the potential use of the OMOP CDM across multiple, disparate databases within 1 institution.
OBJECTIVES
The objective of this study is to explore the benefits and costs associated with standardizing a network of disparate observational health databases into the OMOP CDM and Vocabulary. We aim to evaluate the standardization process in terms of its impact on the quality, efficiency, and consistency of observational database research. We aim to demonstrate how standardization can work in practice through the replication of the cohort construction process, using an existing epidemiology protocol published by the US Food and Drug Administration that compares the use of warfarin versus rivaroxaban in patients with atrial fibrillation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We used 6 databases for this research: Premier, Optum, CPRD, CCAE, Truven Health MarketScan Medicaid (MDCD), and Truven Health MarketScan Medicare Supplemental (MDCR). Table 1 provides high-level information about each database. Optum, CCAE, MDCD, and MDCR are claims databases. Premier is a hospital billing database and CPRD is a UK general practitioners (GPs) database. Depending on the specific licensing agreement, it is possible to have data that spans more or less time than reported here. The use of Optum, Premier, CCAE, MDCD, and MDCR was reviewed by the New England Institutional Review Board and was determined to be exempt from broad Institutional Review Board approval as this project did not involve human subject research. Approval for CPRD was provided by the Independent Scientific Advisory Committee.
OMOP CDM transformation
The process of extracting, transforming, and loading (ETL) data into the OMOP CDM differs for each database. We describe the general process and then highlight database specifics.
When building the ETL, the data were first categorized with an open source tool called WhiteRabbit, 24 listing all tables, fields, and distinct values in those fields. WhiteRabbit analyzes the structure and content of a database and exposes data anomalies that the ETL will need to handle. Prior to developing this tool, CDMs were transformed based on experience with the data, and we found that the exceptions within the data were often more numerous than foreseen and required considerable time to handle. It should be highlighted that researcher experience with a data source, in addition to the insights Since every observational dataset is unique, each CDM Builder has unique properties, some of which are discussed below. Full information on individual CDM transformation can be found on the OMOP website (http://omop.org/CDM).
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Premier In Premier, all charges are recorded as standard charge codes, which are free text. By applying fuzzy string text matching to these records, we were able to map drugs and procedures to standard vocabularies. Additionally, we converted the provided within-visit chronology of events to approximate dates to allow standard analytics to be used.
Optum
We developed a standard convention for defining visits from administrative claims data based on revenue codes, which allowed consistent application across Optum and the Truven datasets. The heuristic enabled disambiguation between outpatient visits, emergency department visits, and inpatient admissions while also consolidating multiple claims that are part of the same episode of care.
CPRD
All lifestyle and clinical data such as smoking status and body mass index were transformed to the CDM. CPRD raw lifestyle/clinical data are housed in 2 tables. Within these tables, each data category (eg, smoking) has a varying number of data elements (eg, status, cigarettes per day, cigars per day), and these data elements are associated with varying lookups. We created an algorithm to process all data elements in the same manner despite the unusual format described above. In addition, because drug exposure duration was only provided for 7% of prescriptions, an algorithm was developed and extensively validated to impute days supplied for a drug record.
Truven CCAE CCAE has health risk assessment data available, which contains self-reported biometrics, health status, risk behaviors, and behavioral change data. We loaded the data into the observation table with each survey item as 1 unique observation source value, and every reported item for each person on a certain date created 1 row in the observation table.
Each CDM-ETL process includes logic to exclude source data that we do not believe is of sufficient quality for research purposes (these decisions are made with all use cases of the CDM in mind, not just for a specific research question). For example, we applied a consistent set of logic that excluded patients if the source data indicated multiple genders or multiple year of birth records that were more than 2 years apart, because we found these instances suggested source data errors or inaccurate patient identifiers that were being applied to multiple individuals. The development of the ETL enabled a transparent process to codify and document issues with the raw data and to apply consistent decisions about which data should be made available for researchers. Different research groups may choose to make different decisions within their CDM implementations, but the process of designing and implementing an ETL specification allows those decisions to be exposed to the broader research community.
Leveraging the OMOP Vocabulary
The OMOP CDM provides a common format for diverse raw dataset, and integration of the OMOP Vocabulary into the CDM is a requisite process (detailed information on the OMOP Vocabulary and its curation and maintenance process can be found at http://omop.org/Vocabularies). The OMOP Vocabulary is a downloadable dataset that aids in translating source codes (eg, ICD9 or National Drug Codes) during the ETL process into what OMOP considers standardized terminologies (eg, Systemized Nomenclature of Medicine [SNOMED] or RxNorm). This transformation allows different observational datasets to essentially "speak the same language" when a researcher performs an analysis. Not all source codes from observational data can be found within the OMOP Vocabulary. Some codes are proprietary to the database or other source code sets have not yet been integrated with the Vocabulary. Any code lookup that does not currently exist in the OMOP Vocabulary will be created and appended to the OMOP Vocabulary.
Analysis across datasets
To demonstrate the utility of standardizing disparate data sources into a CDM, we replicated a published observational study protocol and evaluated the quality of a standardized approach and time-to-execution. As an exemplar, we used the MiniSentinel analysis of the comparative effectiveness of rivaroxaban versus warfarin on various outcomes in patients with atrial fibrillation. 30 We developed a standardized analytic routine that replicated the cohort definitions within the protocol and applied the analytic program across all 6 databases to compare the impact of the inclusion criteria on the proportion of patients qualifying for the study.
Specifically, we identified all new users of each target drug (warfarin and rivaroxaban) who satisfied the following 7 criteria of the original study: (1) had at least 183 days of nonexposure before the first target drug exposure; (2) had at least 1 atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter diagnosis code within the 183-day window prior to first exposure; (3) did not have any prior diagnosis or procedure codes indicative of long-term dialysis; (4) did not have any prior diagnosis or procedure codes indicative of kidney transplant; (5) did not have any prior diagnosis or procedure code indicative of mitral stenosis or mechanical heart valve; (6) did not have any prior procedure code indicative of joint replacement or arthroplasty surgery; and (7) did not have prior use of any anticoagulant (warfarin, rivaroxaban, dabigatran, or apixaban). For each target drug, we created 2 cohorts: new users of the drug (defined by satisfying criteria No. 1), and the subset of those new users of the drug who satisfied the remaining 6 criteria. For each cohort, we produced a standardized descriptive summary of the population, including demographics (gender and age distribution), comorbidities (prevalence of conditions in time window prior to cohort entry), concomitant medications (prevalence of drug exposure in time window prior to cohort entry), and service utilization (prevalence of procedures in time window prior to cohort entry). We measured the execution time for the standardized analytic routine when applied to each target drug across all 6 databases. Analyses were conducted on a Microsoft Server 2008 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington) with an AMD Opteron 6172 (Advanced Micro Devices, Inc, Sunnyvale, California), 2.10 GHz, 2 processors, 24-core CPU, and 256 GB of RAM. Each CDM was stored in a separate database within an instance of Microsoft SQL Server 2012 (Microsoft Corporation, Redmond, Washington).
Appendix 1 contains the standard concepts and corresponding source codes that were used to define each of the core concepts required within the prespecified protocol.
RESULTS
When transforming a raw dataset into a common format, information loss is a concern. 20 Table 2 explores data loss from 4 perspectives: (1) exclusion of patients; (2) data records excluded because they were outside defined observation periods; (3) data types in the raw schema which could not be loaded into the OMOP CDM because there were no equivalent tables or data fields; and (4) source codes which could not be mapped to the common OMOP Vocabulary coding systems. Less than 2% of patients were excluded in Premier, Optum, and MDCD; however, for CPRD, CCAE, and MDCR almost a quarter of the patients were excluded. The primary reason for patient exclusion in all the databases was because the source data had anomalies that made us believe the data was not of sufficient quality for research purposes. As previously mentioned, we applied a consistent set of logic that excluded patients if the source data indicated multiple genders or multiple year of birth records that were more than 2 years apart. We also excluded patients with a year of birth less than 1900 or greater than the current year because these were considered to be an irreconcilable data anomaly. In Truven CCAE and MDCR, the primary reason for patient exclusion was the requirement for each patient to have had at least 1 period of observation with both medical and pharmacy coverage, since the majority of our research is drug safety surveillance and comparative effectiveness research where it is necessary to have information about both drug exposure and outcome incidence. We applied this logic against the entire dataset so that it was consistently applied within all specific research studies. In CPRD, patients were only included if they met CPRD-defined acceptability criteria and had valid observation time in the database. An observation period was defined as the period for which we believed we had data capture for a person and, most importantly, when absence of recorded events could be interpreted (up to a point) as absence of events. We saw only a small loss of information by discarding events outside of observation (only considering data for patients who were included in the CDM), ranging from 0.0% (Premier) to 1.9% (MDCR) with the exception of CPRD, which had an information loss of 21.7% (this loss comprised prior history records that GPs submitted later in time). In all CDMs, all data domains were included-there was no data domain in the raw data that could not be transformed into the CDM format.
Not all source codes could be mapped to an OMOP Vocabulary concept; unmapped codes were assigned a concept ID of 0. All source data were still maintained within the CDM, regardless of whether the source code could be mapped into one of the standardized vocabularies. In Premier, CPRD, CCAE, MDCD, and MDCR, we were able to map 92.3% (Premier) to 98.2% (CPRD) of the unique condition source codes to a code in the OMOP common coding system (SNOMED for conditions), corresponding to 96.8% (Premier) to 99.8% (CPRD) of the data records. For Optum, 29% of the condition source codes could be mapped; however, this represented 98.7% of the data records (ie, there were many codes that we could not map for Optum, but most of them were not valid codes or were not commonly used). For the drug codes Premier, Optum, CCAE, MDCD, and MDCR, all had between 81.0% (MDCR) to 86.6% (Premier) of the unique source codes mapped to the common coding system (RxNorm), and those drug source codes represented 90.5% (Premier) to 98.6% (MDCR) of the data records (for Premier the majority of the drop off was due to unmapped standard billing). For CPRD, only 38.9% of the drug source codes could be mapped, representing 89.9% of the total data records; the majority of most prevalent unmapped drug exposures in the data were medical devices/supplies and overthe-counter products.
Once the datasets had been transformed into the CDM, it became straightforward to develop standardized analytics that could be applied consistently across all databases. Figure 1 depicts an example of a standardized tool built as a web application. The tool generates side-by-side visualizations of the CDM data, showing the total number of distinct patients, duration of observation, gender distributions, types of patient visits (ie, emergency department, inpatient, outpatient, and longer term care), age at first observation, and years of first This group may have multiple types of codes being used; however, we will focus on the largest contributor within the source data.
observation. This graphic illustrates that Premier has the shortest patient duration of less than 1 year (consistent with this database being hospital transactions) and CPRD has the longest duration of over 20 years (consistent with this database being GP-centric). For gender, some databases have about a 50/50 split between male and female (Optum, CPRD, and CCAE), while the others have more females (Premier, MDCR, and MDCD). This figure also shows that there are a small percentage of patients who are of unknown gender within the database. With the distribution of types of visits, we see that Premier has the most inpatient and emergency department visits among all the databases; outpatient data entirely comprises CPRD; and MDCD is the only database with long-term care data. Age at first observation highlights the age diversity-MDCR contains an elderly patient population, MDCD has a large proportion of patients, and the majority of patients in Optum and CCAE are fairly similar. Finally, the year of first observation shows the calendar years of data available for each dataset-CRPD has the most years of observation and MDCD has the fewest. Table 3 shows the cohort size and execution time across the 6 databases in our internal data network. Within the warfarin cohort, 5 databases had at least 10 000 new users and CCAE had more than 100 000 patients who started warfarin after November 2011 and had at least 183 days of prior observation. The proportion of new users that satisfied all inclusion criteria ranged from 12% (CCAE) to 39% (CPRD); the largest resulting cohort was found in the MDCR with 22 026 patients. The entire analysis (2 cohorts with 7 inclusion criteria and 4 descriptive summary reports run across a network of 6 databases) was executed in 16 minutes when run in parallel and would have been completed in 59 minutes had all analyses been executed in sequential fashion.
Analysis across datasets
Premier is a hospital database in which the observation periods tend to be more episodic in nature. Without many qualifying patients, we decided that Premier was not appropriate for use in a long-term longitudinal study like this. While all summary statistics were generated on the resulting cohorts, we removed them from the manuscript to simplify the presentation. Table 4 highlights the impact of each inclusion criteria on the proportion of eligible patients among the new user cohorts. Across the databases, the requirement for having an atrial fibrillation or atrial flutter diagnosed within the prior 183 days was the most restrictive, with 16% to 44% of warfarin new users and 21% to 55% of rivaroxaban new users satisfying that criteria. This could be due to the drug being used for different indications or the diagnosis code not being recorded within the time window on the claims or EHR system.
We highlight some of the key statistics within the descriptive summaries in Table 5 . Across the 5 databases, we saw substantial heterogeneity in the mean age and gender distribution. From the prevalence of prior conditions, we consistently observed across all databases that atrial fibrillation was more commonly recorded than atrial flutter, but CPRD also had a substantial number of patients that qualified based on codes of atrial fibrillation and flutter and paroxysmal atrial fibrillation. This difference reflects the difference in coding practice across health systems and the value in standardizing vocabulary and analytics to accommodate these variations in a consistent manner. For conditions that may be considered by researchers to be potential outcomes for a comparative effectiveness study of these 2 products (such as acute myocardial infarction, stroke, intracranial hemorrhage, gastrointestinal bleeding), there are substantial differences between the 2 cohorts in the baseline rate of these events prior to exposure that would require attention in order to conduct an appropriate study. Table 4 also highlights differences in drug usage where each source has been standardized to RxNorm, and we applied the OMOP vocabulary to aggregate individual products into drug classes using the World Health Organization Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical classification system.
DISCUSSION
The results of this paper highlight the feasibility and utility of applications of the OMOP CDM to multiple, disparate observational health databases. We highlight both the costs and benefits of such standardization.
One of the potential costs is loss of information. Table 2 shows that not all source codes may map into OMOP Vocabulary concepts. Most loss of information can be attributed to our exclusion rules, which were aimed at improving the quality of the data. By applying these rules during the ETL, all future analyses consistently benefitted from this curation. For the Truven datasets, we included only patients with both medical and prescription coverage to ensure we could research the effects of medical products, and this requirement accounted for about 25% of the patients dropped. Furthermore, sometimes during an ETL, we encountered other information that seemed questionable and therefore needed to be dropped. For example, in Optum and Premier we found cases where patient IDs seemed to be accidentally reused, making it impossible to untangle which data were associated to which person. In each of our databases, we conducted replication analyses using both the raw data and the CDM-transformed data as part of our quality assessment to determine that the transformation did not substantially alter prevalence of disease and treatment or analytical study results. 31, 32 With respect to loss due to code mapping, Optum had fewer codes mapped than others sources, but it reflected more than 90% of the data, which could have been attributed to invalid codes being infrequently used in practice. For example, there were records in Optum medical claims with a diagnosis code of 888.88 or 999.99. These terms are not valid ICD-9-CM codes and therefore are not mapped into the OMOP Vocabulary. It is also important to reinforce that while the CDM provides the opportunity to normalize all codes into a common reference standard that is applied consistently across all databases, the CDM also maintains the source codes from the raw data-the Vocabulary is not used to exclude data. As a result, while the CDM makes it efficient to perform cross-database analyses under a standard vocabulary, it fully supports specific research questions that require analysis with the local source codes (eg, Read Codes and Multilex drugs for CPRD).
One of the benefits of standardization is that data preprocessing steps can be included in the ETL, ensuring that these steps are uniformly applied to all subsequent studies. These steps include the several data quality curation steps mentioned above. Standardization also allows several individuals in an organization to specialize in the ETL of a particular data source while allowing many users to analyze the data without the need to understand all database-specific schema details.
The main benefit of standardization is demonstrated in our replication study. With 1 analytic routine, we were able to execute studies across 6 databases and generate a consistent set of results. Without the CDM, we would have required independent programming of each schema and results may not have been directly comparable due to differences in the source vocabulary. The replication study also demonstrated the considerable insights that could be gained by reviewing results across disparate datasets as we learned what findings were consistent (thereby potentially becoming robust against the different sources of bias that exist within each source). We also observed sources of heterogeneity that stimulated further research to better understand the underlying data to ensure an appropriate interpretation of the findings. The descriptive analysis across databases allowed us to conduct a feasibility assessment to determine if we had sufficient sample size, both within a database as well as across the network, to study the various health outcomes of interest. While these results indicate that we are not yet powered to explore all clinical endpoints at this time, the same standardized analytic routine can and will be applied after the quarterly refresh of each database, and the full protocol-based assessment can be executed as soon as the necessary population is available.
CONCLUSIONS
We have found that the time and resources required to establish a consistent platform using the OMOP CDM has had a substantial return on investment given the enhanced understanding of our observational databases we obtained; the improved quality of the data; and the increased efficiency we obtained in conducting the full portfolio of the observational analyses we supported. We have used the OMOP CDM to conduct descriptive epidemiology research on the natural history of disease and treatment utilization patterns, 33 medical product safety surveillance, 34 comparative effectiveness, 35 and clinical trial feasibility assessment. 36 We believe the framework followed within our organization can be successful within other organizations with multiple observational data sources and demonstrates the potential for organizations working together as part of a network which can leverage standards in data structure, content, and analytics to support their research activities. In an evaluation of the association of fluoroquinalone exposure and the incidence of retinal detachment, 34 we applied multiple different study designs and analysis variants across 2 databases. The consistency of the findings across sources and methods provided a more comprehensive characterization of the magnitude of association than had been previously described in the literature. In a comparative effectiveness analysis of the relative incidence of abuse between 2 opioids, 35 we used a common analytic routine to generate source-specific estimates in 2 populations and used these results to evaluate database heterogeneity and produce a composite estimate with greater precision. In all of these cases, the ability to explore a potential association across multiple databases has proven 
